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I-language over simple type structure is considered. Type Y== (0 --t (0 -+ 0)) + 
(0 -+ 0) is called a binary tree type because of the isomorphism between binary 
trees and closed terms of this type. Therefore any closed term of type 
Y+(Y-P ... -P (Y + Y) ) represents an n-ary tree function. The problem is to 
characterize tree operations represented by the closed terms of the examined type. 
It is proved that the set of 1 definable tree operations is the minimal set containing 
constant functions and projections and closed for composition and the limited 
version of recursion. This result should be contrasted with the results of 
Schwichtenberg and Statman, which characterize the I-definable functions over 
natural number types (0 + 0) -+ (0 --+ 0) by composition only, as well as with 
the result of Zaionc for I-definable functions over type (0 -t 0) + ((0 + 0) + 
(0 + 0)) which are also characterized by means of composition. 0 1990 Academic 
Press. Inc. 
1. BINARY TREES AND TREE OPERATIONS 
The set of binary trees T is defined recursively as follows: E is a tree and 
if t,, t, are trees then t, *t, is a tree. E is called the empty tree and t,, t2 
are left and right subtrees respectively of the tree t, h t,. We investigate tree 
operations, i.e., functions f: T" -+ T. We begin by defining several tree 
operations. 
DEFINITION 1.1. The tree constructor h can be seen as a function 
h . . T2 + T. e” is the n-ary function which maps onto the empty tree E 
constantly. p; is the n-ary projection which extracts ith argument. 
e”(x,, . . . . x,) = E 
pY(x,, . ..) x,) = xj. 
We are going to investigate some classes of tree operations. 
*The research described in this paper was done while the author was at the Dept. of 
Computer & Information Sciences, University of Alabama, Birmingham, USA. 
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DEFINITION 1.2. A class X of tree functions is closed for primitive 
recursion if the (n + 1 )-ary function h defined by 
NE, x1, . . . . x,) = g(x, 3 . . . . x,) 
h(s^s’, X], . ..) XJ =f(h(s, x1, . . . . x,), h(s’, x1, . ..) x,), X1) . ..) x,) 
belongs to X whenever functions g, fare in X 
Let us distinguish four classes of tree operations F, F,, F,, FL. 
DEFINITION 1.3. The class F of tree operations is defined as a minimal 
class containing functions A, e”, p: and closed for composition and 
primitive recursion. 
The subclass F, c F is a minimal class containing “, en, and p; closed for 
composition. 
F1 is a class of all (n + 2)-ary tree functions f such that for every tree 
t, > ..‘, t, E T the binary function p defined as p(v, z) = f(y, z, t,, . . . . t,) 
belongs to Fo. 
The class FL is a minimal class containing “, e”, and pr closed for 
composition and the following version of primitive recursion: if ge FA and 
f~ Fj. n F, then the function h defined below belongs to Fj, : 
h(E, x, ) . ..) X”) = g(x,, . ..) x,) 
h(s /\.s’) X1) . ..) XJ = f(h(s, X1) . ..) x,), h(s’, X1) . ..) x,), X,) . ..) x,). 
DEFINITION 1.4. If f, and fi are two n-ary functions then by f, A f2 we 
mean the n-ary function defined by formula, (fi hf2)(x,, . . . . x,) = 
(fi(X,, ...? x,)) A (f*(x, > .‘.> x,)). 
2. TYPED I-CALCULUS 
Our language is based on Church’s (1941) simple theory of types. The set 
of types is introduced as follows: 0 is a type and if z and p are types then 
s + p is a type. We will use the following notation: if zl, . . . . t,, r are types 
then by t,, . . . . TV + T we understand the type ri + (T* -+ ... -+ (5, --+ T)...). 
Therefore every type 7 has a form ri, . . . . 5, + 0. The type z, is called 
component of r and is denoted by r[i]. The type r[i,, . . . . ik] is 
defined inductively as (r[ii, . . . . i,- ,])[ik]. By a z” + p we mean the 
tyPe T, . . . . 7 + p with n occurrences of z (with 2’ + p = p). For any type T 
we define numbers arg(z) and rank(t) as follows: arg(0) = rank(O)=0 
and if 7 = z[ 11, . ..) r[n] + 0 then arg(z) = n and rank(z) = 
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maxi,l,,,n (rank(z[i]))+ 1. A denumerable set of variables V(r) is given 
for any type r. The set of terms is a minimal set containing variables and 
closed for application and abstraction rules, i.e., if T is a term of type r --+ ,U 
and S is a term of type z then TS is a term of type p and if x is a variable 
of type z and T is a term of type p then 2~. T is a term of type r + p. If 
T is a term of type 7 we write TEE We shall use the notation 
%X,X, . . . x, T for term Ix, . (,4x2 . . . (%x, . T) . . ) and TS, Sz . . . S, for 
( . . . (( TS,) S,) . . . S,). If T is a term and x is a variable of the same type 
as a term S then T[x/S] denotes the term obtained by substitution of the 
term S for each free occurrence of x in T. The axioms of equality between 
terms have the form of CI, p, q conversions (see Friedman, 1975 or Baren- 
dregt, 1981) and the convertible terms will be written as T=,, S. All terms 
are considered modulo a, 8, and g conversions. By Cl(r) we mean the set 
of all closed (without free variables) terms of type r. If Y is a set of 
variables then Cl(z, Y) is a set of all terms of type r with only free variables 
from Y. Obviously cl(~, 0) =Cl(r) and Cl(z, @)cCl(r, Y). Term T is in 
the long normal form iff T= Ilx, . . . x, . yT, . . f Tk, where y is an xi for 
i E [n] or y is a free variable, T, for j d k are in the long normal form and 
yT, ... T, is a term of type 0. It is easy to prove that long normal forms 
exist and are unique for flv conversions (compare Statman, 1980, or 
Q-normal form in Curry and Feys (1968). Let us introduce a complexity 
measure rr for closed terms. If T is a closed term written in the normal form 
and T=Ax,...x,,. xi then n(T)=O. If T=~x,,~~~x,,~x,T,~~~T~ then 
rr( T) = maxjk= i (n(lx, . . x, . T,)) + 1. For closed term S, rc(S) is defined as 
z(T) for T in the long normal form such that S =PV T. 
EXAMPLE 2.1. Let r be a following type (0, 0 -+ 0), 0, 0, 0 -+ 0. 
Every closed term K of type t admits one of four possible forms. Types of 




K = ipxvz . p( K, pxvz)( K2 pxvz), 
where K, and K, are closed terms of type Z. 
3. REPRESENTABILITY 
The type Y is called a binary tree type because of the isomorphism 
between Cl(Y) and T. We define by induction that a closed term TE Cl(Y) 
represents a tree t. 
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DEFINITION 3.1. The term %JXC. x of type Y represents the empty tree E. 
If trees t,, t, E T are represented by closed terms T,, T26 Cl( Y) then the 
tree t, A t2 is represented by the term ,lpx. p( T, px)( T, px). The unique (up 
to /?q conversions) term T which represents tree t is denoted by _t. Thus, we 
have a l-l correspondence between Cl( Y) and T. For example, the tree \ 
is represented by the term Appx . px(pxx). 
DEFINITION 3.2. The function A: T” + T is represented by a term 
HE Cl( Y” -+ Y) iff, for all trees t,, . . . . tn E T, Ht,, . . . . & =B,, k(t,, . . . . 2,). Any 
term which represents the function 1 is denoted by A. The function 
R: T” + T is called 1 definable if there is a term HE Cl( Y” + Y) which 
represents A. 
It is easy to observe that any closed term H of the type Y” + Y uniquely 
defines the function A: T” -+ T as follows: If t,, . . . . t, E T are trees then the 
value of this function is the tree represented by the term HQ ...&. On the 
contrary, one function can be represented by many unconvertible terms. 
EXAMPLE 3.3. Let H be a closed term ATSpx. Tp(Spx) of type Y2 + Y. 
It is easy to observe that H represents function append: T2 -+ T defined by 
append(e, s) = s 
append(t, h t2, s) = (appendtt,, s)) * (appendtt,, 3)). 
Function append is obtained by recursion schema from the functions 
g(s) = s and f( y, z, s) = y n z. Since gE FA and f E Fj. A F, the function 
append belongs to F,. 
LEMMA 3.4. For every closed term I of the type Y”, (0, 0 -+ 0), 
0, 0, 0 + 0 the closed term F of the type rnC2 + Y defined by 
1 YZT, . . . T, px . IT, . ’ . T, p-x( Ypx)( Zpx) represents a function from the 
class F,. 
Proof. Let f : T” + 2 -+ T be the function represented by F. Let t i, . . . . t, 
be fixed trees. Let us define the function p(y, z) = f( y, z, t,, . . . . t,). Let I( be 
the term of the type (0,O + 0), 0, 0,O + 0 defined by It-, . . .fn. The 
function p is represented by the term P = 1 YZpx . Kpx( Ypx)(Zpx). Now we 
prove the lemma by induction on the construction of term K of the type 
(0, 0 -+ 0), 0, 0, 0 -+ 0 (see Example 2.1). If K=,, Apxvz .x then 
P = ps ;1 YZpx . x so p( y, z) = E. Therefore, p E F,, which means that f E F, . 
If K is bq convertible to lkpxvz. v or ;Ipxvz .z then P=,, AYZpx . Ypx 
or P =Ps l YZpx . Zpx, respectively, so p( y, z) = y or p( y, z) = z. In both 
cases p E F,, which means that f E F, (Inductive step). Let K =Be ,lpxvz . 
p(K, pxyz)(K, pxyz), where K,, K2 are closed terms of type (0, 0 -+ 0), 
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0, 0, 0 -P 0. Assuming that the lemma is true for K, and for K2 we assume 
that p1,p2 belong to F,. But p(y, z)= (pr(y, z))“(p,(y, z)) sop belongs to 
F0 ; therefore f~ F, . 
LEMMA 3.5. Let I and G be two closed terms of types Y”, (0, 0 + 0), 
0, 0, 0 -+ 0 and Y” -+ Y, respectively. Let the closed term F of the type 
Y” + 2 + Y be defined as R YZT, . . T, px . IT, . . . T, px( Ypx)(Zpx). Let 
f: T”+’ -+ T be a function represented by F and g: T” + T be a function 
represented by G. Then the function h : T”+ ’ -+ T obtained by recursive 
schema from g and f is represented by the term H of the type Y”+ ’ -+ Y 
defined by AST, . . T2 px . S(Ayz IT, . T,, pxyz)(GT, . . T,, px). 
ProoJ: Let t,, . . . . t, be fixed trees. Since I and G and 5, . . . . & are closed 
then the terms K= ZL . . . fn and L = Gt, . . . &, are also closed terms of types 
(0, 0 -P 0), 0, 0, 0 -+ 0 and Y, respectively. We prove by induction on 
the construction of a tree ti that HQL . . . L=~,, h(a, f,, . . . . f,). If 
3=& then HEG... t,=B,, G%...I,=~,, g(tl, . . . . t,)=grl h(E, t,, . . . . f,). Let us 
assume for induct& that HG~ . . . &,=sq h(a, t,, . . . . t,) and Hd5 . . . fi! =Bll 
h(d’, t 1, . . . . t,). This means that llpx . e(r2yz Kpxyz)(Lpx) =8V h(s, t I, . . . . t,) 
and Appx .h(llyz. Kpxyz)(Lpx) =B,, h(s’, t,, . . . . t,). We are going to prove 
that Ho5 . . . fn =p,, h(s”s’, tl, . . . . t,): 
H&5 . . . &l=pq APX. IXCW ~4b7~M~)l 
(~yz.Il,...f,pxyz)(Gt,...f,px)] 
=pq APX. [Cklv ~4bPk?L4~)1 
(AYZ . KPXYZ)(LPX)I 
=ps ~PX. CCAYZ. K~xyzlWyz -K~xyz)Wpx)) 
(s’(~yz~ KPXYZ)(LPX))I 
=Btl lpx . Kpx(s( Ayz . Kpxyz)( Lpx)) 
&‘(JYz. KPXYZNLPX)) 
=8q ~PX . KpWs, t,, . . . . t,) px)(h(s’, ti, . . . . t,) px) 
=B,, ~~x.J’(h(s, t,, . . . . t,))(h(s’, t,, . . . . t,)) ti...fi! px 
=pr, f @(s, t 1, . . . . t,), W, t, , . . . . t,), t,, ..., t,) 
=Bv h(s”s’, t,, . . . . t,). 
LEMMA 3.6. Let H and fi be closed terms of types Y” + Y and 
Yn+ ’ + Y which are of the forms H = dT, . . T, px . Ti (Ayz . IT, . . . T,, pxyz) 
(GT,...T,px) and fi=AST,...T,px.S(Ayz.IT,..-T,pxyz)(GT,.-.T,,px) 
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for some closed terms I and G of types Y “, (0, 0 + 0), 0, 0, 0 + 0 and 
Y” -+ Y, respectively. Let h: T” -+ T, h: T”+ ’ -+ T be ,functions represented 
b-v H, I?, respectively. For all trees t 1, . . . . I,, h(t,, . . . . t,) = L(t+ t,, . ..) t,). 
Proof: Let t,, . . . . t, be trees. The terms H$ ...& and I?55 ...& are fir 
convertible. 
LEMMA 3.7. Let M be a closed term of the type Y2 + Y such that the 
function m : T2 + T represented by M belongs to FO. For all trees t, t’ E T the 
terms A = 1p.p~. M(,4p’x’ . tpx)(,4p’x’ . t’px) px and B = llpx Mtt’px are pn 
convertible. 
Proof: By induction of the construction of the function m. If m( y, z) = E 
for all y, z then M = 2 YZpx . x, so A =pq B =B,, 1px. x. If m( y, z) = y or 
m(y,z)=zthenM=~YZpx.Yp~orM=;1YZpx.ZpxsoA=~,B=~~1or 
c. Suppose the terms are equal for functions m, and m,. The function 
ml hm2 (see Definition 1.4) is represented by the term M=,, IYZpx 
p(m, YZpx)(m, YZpx); therefore, 
A = pV ;Ipx . M( Q’x’ . tpx)( AI/x * t’px ) px 
=Bq3”px~p(m,(~p’x’~~px)(~p’x’~~px)px) 
(m,(r2p’x’ . fpx)(Ap’x’ .Cpx)px) 
=pa llpx.p(mlIrlpx)(m2tt’px) 
=p,, llpx . (m, “m2) tt’px =B,, llpx .mtt’px =p,, B. 
LEMMA 3.8. If the function g: T” + T is 3, definable and the function 
f: Tnf2 -+ T is 1 definable and f E F,, then the (n + l)-ary function h 
obtained from g and f by primitive recursion rule is also II definable. 
Proof Let G be a closed term of the type Y” + Y representing g. Let 
F be a closed term of the type Yn+2 + Y representing f: Function 
h: T”+l + T is defined by 
ME, xl, . . . . XJ = g(x17 ---7 xx) 
h(s”s’, x1, . . . . ~,,)=f(hb, ~1, . . . . -4, MS', ~1, . . . . x,), ~1, . . . . 4. 
We are going to prove that h is A definable by the term H = UT, . . . T,, px ’ 
S(1yz.F(kp’x’. y)(lp’x’.z) T, ... T,px)(GT, ... T,,px). Let tl, . . . . t, be 
fixed trees. Let M and L be the terms of types Y2 + Y and Y defined by 
M=~YZpx.FYZ~...t,pxandL=Gt,...411.Letm:T2--,Tbeafunction 
represented by M. Since the function f E F1, then the function m belongs to 
FO. The proof is by induction of the construction of a tree s. If S=E then 
HAL . . . G=~,, Gt,- & =/3q At1 9 ...7 t,) =,jq h(E, t,, . . . . t,). Let us assume that 
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the theorem is true for trees s and s’. Let t be the tree h(s, t,, . . . . t,) and t’ 
be the tree h(s’, t,, . . . . t,). Therefore we have 
t =Ba f& . . . t& =pv lpx .s(flyzyz. M(3Lp’x’ . y)(lp’x’ z) px)(lpx) 
t’ =p,, H& . . .&=a7 llpx .s_l(/lyz .M(2p’x’. y)(3Lp’x’ .z) px)(Lpx). 
We count out the application of the term H to the arguments ShS: fi, . . . . I 2 
H(S) t, ...& - 
=flq /lpx . (S)(IZyz . M(lp’x’ . y)Qp’x’ . z) px)(lpx) 
=pV 2px. [lqv . q(squ)(s1qu)](;lyz. M(lp’x’ . y)(Lp’x’ . z) px)(Lpx) 
= pq dpx . [izyz . M( Ap’x’ . y )( 2p’x’ . z) px] 
(@yz. M(2p’x’. y)(/lp’x’ . z) px)(Lpx)) 
(s’(;lyz . M(/lp’x’ . y)(/lp’x’ .z) px)(lpx)) 
=/Jq #lpx. M(/lp’x’ .s(lyz .M(Lp’x’ . y)(Jp’x’ .z) px)(lpx)) 
@p/x’. d(Ayz. M(Ap’x’ _ y)(Jpp’x’ -z) px)(Lpx)) 
= firl Lpx . M( 3Lp’x’ . jpx)( Lp’x’ Cpx). 
Since M is representative of function m from F,,, then according to 
Lemma 3.7, we have 
~px.Mttlp~=~~Ftt’t,.‘.t,=~~ f(t, t’, t,, . . . . t,)=8,,h(sV, t,, . . . . t,). 
LEMMA 3.9. If functions f and g are A definable then so is f h g. 
Proof: f A g is A definable by the term AT, ..’ T,,px . (f T, . .. T,px) 
(ET, - . . T, PX). 
LEMMA 3.10. Any composition of 1 definable functions is 1 definable, 
Proof If a k-ary function f and n-ary functions g, , . . . . gk are A definable 
then the composition (xi, . . . . x,) + f(g,(xl, . . . . x,), . . . . g,(x,, . . . . x,)) is A 
definable by the term IT, ... T; f(g,T, ... T,)...(g,T, ..e T,). 
LEMMA 3.11. Every closed term H of the type Y” -+ Y admits one of 
three possible forms: 
H=AT, ... T,,px,x 
H= RT, . . T,px.p(H, T, ... T,,px)(H, T, ... T,px), where H, and H, 
are closed terms of the type Y” + Y 
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H=AT, ..* T,px. Ti(Ayz. IT, ... T,pxyz)(GT, I.. T,px), where I and 
G are closed term of types Y”, (0, 0 + O), 0, 0, 0 + 0, and Y” + Y, 
respectively. 
Proof It follows, for example, from the grammar construction of the 
terms of type Y” + Y. Consult for details (Zaionc, 1987 or 1985). 
THEOREM 3.12 (Soundness). If h E Fi then h is A definable. 
ProoJ Inductively on the construction of the functionj The function en 
which maps onto the empty tree constantly is represented by 
AT, . . ’ T,, px . x. The projection p: is represented by AT, . . T,, px . Tipx. 
The function A is represented by %TSpx . p( Tps)(Spx). Lemma 3.10 
guarantees that the set of i, definable functions is closed for composition. 
If the functions gE Fj, and f~ Fj, n F, are A definable then according to 
Lemma 3.8 the function obtained by primitive recursion is also A definable. 
THEOREM 3.13 (Completeness). If h is i definable then h E F>.. 
Prooj Let h be represented by the term H of the type Y” + Y. Let H 
be in long normal form. According to Lemma 3.11 it follows that every 
closed term H of the type Y” + Y admits one of three possible forms: 
H=AT, . . . T, px x 
H = LT, . . . T,, px . p(H, T, . . T,, px)( H, T, . . T, px), where H, and 
H2 are closed terms of the type Y” -+ Y 
H=LT, . ..T.px.T,(I.yz.IT, ... T,, pxyz)( GT, . T,, px), where 1 and 
G are closed terms of types Y”, (0, 0 -+ 0), 0, 0, 0 + 0 and Y” + Y, 
respectively. 
If n(H) = 0 then H must be in the first form so H represents function 
h(t 1, . . . . t,,) = E. Therefore h belongs to Fi.. Let n(H) = n > 0. Suppose 
the theorem is true for all terms H’ such that n( H’) < n. If H is on the 
second form, i.e., H = AT, . . . T, px p(H, T, . +. T, px)( H, T, . . . T, px) so 
n(H,) < n and n( H2) < n. Therefore the functions h, and h, represented by 
H,, H, belong to FA. Since h = h, “hz, then h E FL (see Lemma 3.9). Let H 
be in the third form, i.e., H = AT, . . . T, px Tj(kyz. IT, . . . T, pxyz) 
(GT, ... T,px), where I and G are closed terms of appropriate types. 
Therefore, n(l) <n and rc(G) <n. If Z=AT, ... T,,pxyz ‘pyz and G = 
AT, ... T,px.x then H=,,AT, . .. T, . T,. In this case H represents 
projection, therefore h belongs to Fj.. Suppose I# AT, . . . T,, pxyz . pyz 
or G#AT,...T,,px.x. Let us define the term F of the type Y”+*+ Y 
by IYZT, . ’ ’ T,, px . IT, . . T,, px( Ypx)(Zpx). Let f and g be functions 
represented by F and G. Since x(F) = n(l) < n then S belongs to Fn and, 
since n(G) < n, g E Fi.. From Lemma 3.4 it follows that f E F, . Therefore the 
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function 6 obtained by primitive recursion from functions g and f belongs 
to FL. According to Lemma 3.5 the function h is represented by the term 
ti = UT, ... T,px . S(3LYZ. IT, .‘. T, pxyz)( GT, . . . T,, px). Because of 
Lemma 3.6, function h can be expressed by means of & h(t,, . . . . t,) = 
h(&, t1, . ..) t,). Since Fj. is closed for compositions, h belongs to Fi. 
EXAMPLE 3.14. This example is to show the algorithm presented in 
Theorem 3.13 and Lemma 3.5. Let H be a term ATpx . T(Ayz . p( Tpy) z) x 
of the type Y + Y. The problem is to find a function represented by ZZ. 
Term H is on the form ATpx . T(lyz .ITpxyz)(Gpx), where Z and G are 
terms Z= ATpxyz . p(Tpy) z and G = ATpx . x. Let us define the term F of 
type Y3 + Y as F= ;1YZTpx.ZTpx( Ypx)(Zp~)=~, lYZTpx.p(Tp( Ypx)] 
(Zpx). Let f and g be represented by F and G. Therefore, the function h 
defined as 
k Y) = g(Y) 
hA.c y)=f(k Y), 46 Y), Y) 
is represented by the term fi = ASTpx . S(Ayz . p( Tpy) z) x (see Lemma 3.5). 
From Lemma 3.6, h(t) = &t, t). Therefore we have reduced the problem of 
finding the representation for H to the problem of finding the representa- 
tion for less complex terms G and F. G represents g(c) = E. F is on the form 
F= AYZTpx. p(F, YZTpx)(F, YZTpx), where F, = AYZTpx . Tp( Ypx) and 
F, = 1 YZTpx . Zpx. F, represents f r( y, z, t) = append( t, y ) (see Exam- 
ple 3.3) and F2 represents the projection f,(Y, z, t) =z and we have 
f = fi h f2. Therefore we have the system of recursive functions which define 
the function h, 
h(t)=&, t) 
R(&, t)=& 
&Ys’, t) = f(R(s, t), h(s’, t), t) 
fly, z, f) = append(r, Y) Az 
EXAMPLE 3.15. This example shows the algorithm used at soundness 
theorem (3.12). Let the function h: T2 + T be given by a system of recur- 
sive equations. The problem is to find a term representing h. Let h be given 
as 
h(c, t) = g(t) = t 
h(s “as’, t) = f(h(s, t), h(s’, t), t) 
f(y, z, t) = t” y. 
First it is easy to check that frz F,. Function g is represented by 
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G = ITpx . Tpx and f is represented by F= A YZTpx p( Tpx)( Ypx). There- 
fore, function h is represented by (see Lemma 3.8) 
H=ISTpx~S(Ayz.F(3Lp’x’~y)(Ap’x’.z) Tpx)(GTpx) 
= 8q lSTpx . S(Ayz . p( Tpx) y)( Tpx). 
4. 2 DEFINABILITY IN OTHER FREE STRUCTURES 
For some free structures similar results concerning representability are 
known. The first-order type N = (0 + 0) + (0 -+ 0) can be called the 
natural number type because of the existence of the isomorphism between 
positive integers and closed terms of this type (Church’s integers). This 
correspondence follows. 
DEFINITION 4.1. The term n = EAX . u(u( . . . ux) . . . ) E N with n occurren- 
ces of u represents the number n E N (with 0 = Aux .x). Therefore any 
closed term of the type Nk -+ N represents a k-ary integer function. 
1 representability of the first-order integer functionals is characterized by 
the following theorem (see Schwichtenberg, 1975; Statman, 1979). 
THEOREM 4.2. 1 definable integer functions are just extended polyno- 
mials. 
DEFINITION 4.3. The domain of all strings over a finite alphabet C, = 
ia 1 > .*., a,} can be identified with the type B, = (0 + O)n + (0 -+ 0) by the 
following: The empty word A is represented by the term AU, . . . U,X .x. If 
wECn* is represented by the closed term WE [I%, then the word aiw is 
represented by the closed term AU, ... u,x . ui( WU, . . u,x). This constitutes 
a l-l correspondence between Cl(B,) and C,*. Therefore any closed term 
of the type ( E8,)k + B, represents a k-ary word operation. 1 representability 
of the first-order word operations is characterized by the following theorem 
(see Zaionc, 1987). 
THEOREM 4.4. 1 definable word operations are those obtained by 
composition from app, substitution, cut,,, . . . . cut,“, where app is the append 
operation, substitution and cut,, are defined by 
substitution(A, wi, . . . . w,) = A 
substitution( ai w, wi , . . . . wn) = app( wi, substitution( w, w, , . . . . wn)) 
cut,,(fl) = A, 
cut,(a,w) = A iff i#j 
Cut,,(aiW) = appta,, C%,(w)). 
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For finite domains I definability is discussed in Statman (1983, p. 24) 
and in Zaionc (1987, p. 5). The finite set { 1, . . . . n} can be identified with the 
type z, = 0” -+ 0. 
DEFINITION 4.5. Number i is represented by projection Lx, . . .x, xi. 
Therefore any closed term of the type (T,,)~ -+ ? represents a function 
f: (1, . ..) ?z}k+ (1, . ..) ?z}. 
THEOREM 4.6. Eoery function f: { 1, . . . . n}” + { 1, . . . . n } is represented. 
Open Question. It is easy to observe that any free algebra can be iden- 
tified with some first order type (c.f. Coquand and Huet, 1985). If A is an 
free algebra determined by the signature Z= (n,, . . . . nk), where nip N for 
i d k, then by a type ~~ we mean z 1, . . . . zk --, 0, where zi = On1 --+ 0 for i 6 k. 
It can be seen that closed terms of the type ~~ reflect constructions in the 
algebra A. Therefore any term of the type (zA)” + ~~ defines some n-ary 
mapping in this algebra. The problem is to find a characteristic of all 2 
definable mappings in algebra given by signature 1. Having two algebras A 
and B we may also ask about the characteristic of all i definable mappings 
from A to B, i.e., the functions determined by closed terms of the type 
TA + TB. 
EXAMPLES. Algebra given by the signature (1,0) (natural numbers) 
generates type (0 -P 0) + (0 + 0). The problem is described in 
Theorem 5.2. Algebra (1, . . . . 1, 0) (strings over n-ary alphabet) is sketched 
in Theorem 5.4. Algebra (2,O) (binary trees) is discussed in this paper. 
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